For the past ten years, there have been rumors of a new canary. Bird related publications in Europe have mentioned on many occasions the possibility of creating this new canary called “Pearl.” The book, “Coloured Canaries” by G.B.R. Walker, which contains pictures and descriptions of color canaries, is one of the best reference books to date for the color breeder. It contains a chapter dedicated to the possibilities and hypothetical expectations of creating the Pearl canary.

The idea of the Pearl canary had a great appeal to me, and instead of waiting for it, I decided to go after it myself. So for the past four years, I have devoted part of my breeding space and time toward the creation of the Pearl canary. My efforts paid off; the 1982 breeding season produced three Pearls and several valuable combination carriers of Satinette and Lizard.

The Pearl canary is a cross of a Satinette and a Lizard canary. The two mutations combine into one to produce a very interesting effect. The end result is a red-eye Satinette with a Lizard pattern.

In order to create this interesting canary, several years of selective breeding is necessary. Also, it requires some basic knowledge of genetics (mainly the concept of Mendelian ratios), some luck and, most of all, perseverance and patience.

The Satinette mutation is sex-linked recessive. Effects of the mutation are the disappearance of black eumelanin and brown pheomelanin within the feather pigment. The black eumelanin is the black melanin located down the center of the feather and on the under-feather in green canaries. The brown pheomelanin is the brown melanin located on the edges and tip of the feather in self canaries. Another feature of the Satinette canary is its distinct red eyes.

Brown and Isabel Satinettes exhibit brown striations. The Green and Agate do not. Therefore, Green and Agate are not suited for the making of the Pearl canary. Only brown and Isabel Satinettes should be used to have the best results.

The Lizard mutation is autosomal recessive. The effect of the Lizard mutation is an unusual pattern which breaks up the continuity of the striations giving a scale-like effect. The clear cap which the Lizard canary normally carries is not part of the mutation. The clear cap is varigation affixed on its head by selective breeding.

The combination of the two mutations can be accomplished with several different matings. My first matings produced many varigated offsprings. The varigated birds were a result of the Lizard’s cap. For example, mating a male Lizard to a brown Satinette hen will produce all male and female carriers of Lizard. Only the males will also be carriers of Brown and Satinette. All of these carriers are phenotypically Green. Most of them will be varigated. Only males will be useful for the program of producing Pearls.

If not varigated, the hens could be used to introduce new blood to the Lizard stock. Lizard canaries are noted to be weak birds. Other recessive mutations, such as Inos and recessive White canaries, are more vigorous when bred with carriers. I assume the same applies to the Lizard mutation.

A Green hen/carrier of Lizard mated to a normal Lizard will produce 50% Lizards and 50% Green/carriers of Lizard. The Green male/carriers of Lizard, Brown and Satinette, provided that they are not varigated, will be mated to a Lizard hen. Theoretically, this mating has the probability of producing a Pearl canary hen. In the next year, the Pearl hen can be mated to her father to produce a male Pearl.

There is a faster road to produce a Pearl, provided that you have a male Brown Satinette. Mating this Satinette to a Lizard hen will produce 50% Green males/carriers of Lizard, Brown and Satinette, and 50% Brown Satinette hens/carriers of Lizard. This mating produced the ingredients to create the Pearl. In the next year, mating brother with sister will produce the Pearl. Mating a brother with a sister is not as bad as some breeders claim it to be. However, if we are to continue breeding the Pearl canary as a new breed, we must take two or three separate roads. By having two or three unrelated lines, we can improve the breed’s quality and have more vigorous birds to work with.
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choice golden mealworms

THE EXACT PRESCRIPTION FOR A HEALTHIER, HAPPIER, CONTENTED BIRD.

RAINBOW MEALWORMS contain 12 of the 16 elements that are found in living tissue and rich in vitamins A and B. Natural vitamin A is essential to your birds nutrition and growth. Vitamin B is required to maintain the nervous system.

RAINBOW MEALWORMS are a living food, clean and odorless. They should be kept under refrigeration at 40° to 48° (but not necessary). At this temperature they become dormant and maintain perfect condition for several months.

RAINBOW MEALWORMS are graded in four sizes for your conveniences: SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, and MIXED. Each and every worm is fresh and lively. No need for sorting or sifting. We guarantee 10% or more over-count per measure.

PROMPT SHIPMENT ALL YEAR AROUND.
INSTRUCTIONS ON CARE ARE ENCLOSED WITH FIRST ORDER.

MEALWORM COUNT
(per dozen units)
1,000 $3.75
2,000 $6.95
3,000 $8.90
5,000 $13.50
10,000 $25.00
20,000 $45.00
40,000 $78.00

MEALWORM COUNT BULK WHOLESALE PRICES
California Residents add 8% Sales Tax.
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THE BEST FOR LESS
Mealworms are easy to eat! Birds Love 'em!